
REFLECTORS

LETTERS AND NUMBERS

High visibility indoor and outdoor reflectors.
Reflective marking systems greatly enhance awareness in all weather
conditions, day and night, inside or out. Prismatic reflectors can be used
individually or they can be clustered together to create signs of any dimension
for words and logos. Glass element reflectors have individual reflective “Cat’s
Eye” beads that illuminate when exposed to any amount of light.  Durable
bright color markings clearly identify all applications. Both prismatic and glass
element reflectors exceed any other reflecting device in their category.

WWW.USREFLECTOR.COM

Reflective letters and numbers provide
distinct day and night visibility.

PRISMATIC REFLECTORS WITH MARKINGSREFLECTIVE GLASS NUMBERS

Blue CrystalRed Crystal White Crystal

Shatterproof
Waterproof
UV Proof
Self-Cleaning
Interchangeable

Resistant to all types of cleaning
solvents. Made from the highest
reflective properties. Cat’s Eye
Reflector is protected by its firm
permanent backing.

Reflective numbers stand out
in all weather.
Identify buildings quickly and
effectively for all fire, police
or emergency personnel.

119
REFLECTORS

WITH NUMBERS

REFLECTIVE GLASS LETTERS

Extremely durable glass
elements molded into a semi-
flexible support.

Reflectors have two (2)
anchoring holes for
quick and easy  fixation.

High power prismatic reflectors
are built with individual reflective
chambers that protect the lens
from contamination if it is
exposed to outside elements.

REINFORCED

High power reflectors can be
clustered together forming
reflective signs or they can
be applied individually to
provide enhanced safety.

INSTALLATION

Resists high impacts when
subjected to severe conditions.

Can be installed with
either screws, nails, ad-
hesive or double sided
tape.

AESTHETIC SUPPORTS FOR
REFLECTORS

Unbreakable pre-
cut Fiber Board.

ITEM #
S730-RI-BK

Size
H33” x W12”

Color
Black

Wrought Iron support
for all reflectors

Reflectors
Up to 4

ITEM #
S730-10-FBW
S730-13-FWB
S730-16-FWB

Size
H7” x W10”
H7” x W13”
H7” x W16”

Color
White
White
White

Reflectors
Up to 2
Up to 3
Up to 4

Rod Iron

Fiber Board

ITEM #
0112-W-0-9
0112-W-A-Z

Size
3” x 4.5”
3” x 4.5”

Color
White
White

0112-W-(0-9)-(A-Z) -BK
0112-W-(0-9)-(A-Z) -W
0112-W-(0-9)-(A-Z) -W

 White
 Red
 Blue

REFLECTORS ARE :

REFLECTORS

Prismatic

Lens
Color

Font
Color
Black
White
white

Item
Numbers Letters Price

White
White
Red
Blue

Black
White
Red
Blue

3730-GB-(0-9)(A-Z)-WBK
3730-GB-(0-9)(A-Z)-WW
3730-GB-(0-9)(A-Z)-RR
3730-GB-(0-9)(A-Z)-BB

$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50

Bead
Color

Font
Color

Item
Numbers Letters Cost

4 Reflectors maximumWrought Iron

Fiber Board

$19.00

All sizes and shapes  Price per square inch $0.05
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